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Abstract
On the occasion of the activity “Youth-Friendly Social Policies’ Training course”, linked to the EU Project coordinated by the Van Gobernorate (Turkey) “Youth-friendly Social Policies (YoFSoP)”, students and practitioners from different countries joined the course to learn and discuss about social policies for youth. University of Salamanca attended this training action and took the opportunity to present the activities and main objectives of WYRED Project.

The topics covered in the training program were: Youth as a Social Individual, Social Responsibility, Inclusion in Social Policies, Education in Social Policies, Health in Social Policies, Social Policy Proposal Workshops, Activity Plan For Future. The participants gained sufficiency in the field of developing social policies and have responsibility about social policies in their organizations.
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Link to the presentation
https://es.slideshare.net/grialusal/the-concept-of-social-policies-in-spain
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